Dahle 51422 Shredder
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DAHLE CleanTEC® Shredder

is equipped with an automatic oiler
which provides slow, continuous oil
across the entire cutting mechanism.

DAHLE CleanTEC®

SMARTPOWER

The CleanTEC® filter traps up to 98% of the fine
dust and provides a healthier work environment.

The EvenFlow Lubricator provides continuous
lubrication and ensures peak performance.

JAM PROTECTION

The cylinders Trident Grip design
produces three continuous points
of contact with the paper, pulling it
straight through the cylinders providing unprecedented jam protection.
The result is a machine with strength,
power and the ability to handle all of
your data destruction needs.

Breathe easy while using the world's
only shredder with a fine dust filter
system. This integrated system permanently traps up to 98% of the fine
dust, and provides a cleaner, healthier work environment. EvenFlow
Lubricator- Just like any fine-tuned
machine, your shredder needs to be
properly oiled to run at peak performance. This DAHLE CleanTEC®
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The DAHLE CleanTEC® 51422 Office Shredder destroys confidential
information while producing cleaner air. It features an internal filter system that traps up to 98% of harmful
fine dust particles, and an automatic
EvenFlow lubricator to ensure optimal performance. This P-5 shredder
produces a 1/13" x 9/16" particle size
and holds up to 30 gallons of shredded waste. It’s German engineered,
and guaranteed to provide many
years of trouble-free operation.

CleanTEC®
Air Filter

EvenFlow
Lubricator

This shredder automatically powers
down after 30 minutes of inactivity.
It will appeal to those interested in
conserving energy as well as reducing electrical costs.

Trident Grip

Jam
Protection

SmartPower
Management

German
Engineered

Product Features
CleanTEC® Fine Dust Filtration

-Closed system collects up to 98% fine dust particles
-Provides cleaner, healthier work environment

Automatic EvenFlow Lubricator

-Provides continuous oil across the cutting cylinders
-Ensures peak shredding performance

Trident Grip Jam Protection

-3 continuous points of contact prevents paper shift
-Reduces jams and eliminates frustration

SmartPower Energy Management

-Reduces energy consumption automatically
-Saves on electrical costs

German Engineered for Reliability

51422 Specifications
Feed
Width

10.25"

Capacity
#20 / #16

Security
Level

Shred
Size

Waste
Volume

13 / 15

P-5

1/13" x 9/16"

30 gal

Special Features

-Peace of mind- trouble free operation

Shreds CDs, Credit Cards, Clips, & Staples

CDs/
DVDs



Thermal
Motor



Bin-Full
Auto Off



Warranty

DAHLE
CleanTEC®



Automatic
Oiler

Shredder

Cylinders



2 years

Lifetime

Speed

Decibel Level

18 f/m

53 dB

feet/min

Dimensions

17.25" x 21.5" x 36.75"

Weight

110 lbs

Performance data established using #20 / #16 bond 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Different paper qualities may yield different results.
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